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1. Introduction 

This report has been prepared by Incomes Data Research (IDR) and, as requested, it provides 

market salary data for the following role(s):  

 

• Marketing Manager 

 

 

2. Market salary data 

This section presents the market salary data. We aim to provide a minimum of three sources 

of information for each job to enable ‘triangulation’ of the results, and thereby provide the 

widest possible assessment of the market for this role.  

 

2.1. Market data 

The tables in the following sections provide the aggregate market salary for a full-time 

Marketing Manager 

 

 

2.1.1. Official earnings data  

The data provided below is based on the Government’s latest Annual Survey of Hours and 

Earnings (ASHE), for April 2019. This survey, conducted by the Office for National Statistics, 

provides a snapshot of earnings each April and is based on a 1% sample of National Insurance 

numbers. ASHE is considered a reliable source of official earnings data.  

 

The following table details the median and average UK gross annual pay for full time employees 

in the closest-matched occupational category. It also provides information on the annual 

percentage change which can be an indicator of labour market pressures.  

  



 
 

 

Annual pay - Gross (£)1 - For full-time employee jobs: United Kingdom, 2020 

Description Code2 
No. of jobs 

(000s) 
Median  Average  

      Marketing associate 

professionals 3543 110 28,732 33,644 

Source: Table 14.7a, ASHE 2020. 

 

 

2.1.2. NHS data 

In this section we provide information on the salary range for the pay band likely to cover 

comparator jobs in the NHS. The NHS, with 1.2m staff, is the largest employer in the UK and as 

such plays a key role in influencing the market for many non-medical roles, particularly in 

education, given the links between parts of higher education and the NHS. 

 

Marketing Managers in the NHS are typically employed between band 6 and the current salary 

range is £31,365 to £37,890 a year outside of London and high-cost areas in the South 

East/South. 

 

Roles based in high-cost areas qualify for the following supplements: 

• Inner London – 20% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £4,474 and a 

maximum payment of £6,892; 

• Outer London – 15% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £3,786 and a 

maximum payment of £4,824; 

• Fringe – 5% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £1,037 and a maximum 

payment of £1,793. 

  

 
1 Gross pay excludes bonuses but includes basic pay, shift premium payments, overtime pay, paid 

leave, maternity pay, sick pay and other pay. 
2 Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) codes are a coding system used to classify occupations. A 

four-digit SOC indicates the closest occupational match. Three digits cover a slightly broader job 

group, while two and one-digit codes are broader still. 



 
 

 

2.1.3. IDR data 

The following tables contain data from IDR Pay Benchmarker, our online database of salary 

information. This data has been collected by IDR directly from employers through surveys and 

bespoke data collection for the IDR Pay Benchmarker service. 3 

 

We have evaluated this role as a high level 6, our data in pay benchmarker is limited for this 

level of marketing role. You can see from the table below that the level 7 is the next level up 

and we have valued this as too senior for the job description provided. The job adverts in the 

next section provide a more realistic idea of salary. 

 

Marketing Manager, whole economy, job level 63 

Job level Company 

count 

Lower 

quartile 

Median Upper 

quartile 

Average 

Level 6 5 - £36,268 - £34,651 

Level 7 22 £39,059 £44,774 £53,201 £46,179 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
3 Refers to the IDR Job Level. These typically cover the following types of roles: 1 and 2, admin, 

support and manual roles; 3 and 4, secretarial and craft roles; 5 and 6, vocational and supervisory; 7 

and 8, professional and managerial; 9, senior management; 10a and 10b, directors; 11, senior 

directors/chief executives. 



 
 

 

3. Job advertisements 

This section details current comparable vacancies from our database of advertised positions. 

3.1. Data and summary 

Marketing Manager – advertised positions summary 

 Minimum Maximum 

Average £36,227 £41,832 

 

Marketing Manager - job advertisements 

Reference ID Organisation Job title Min Max 

IDR66 
Mid and South Essex NHS 

Trust 

Digital Media and Marketing 

Manager 
£31,365 £37,890 

IDR67 Turning Point National Marketing Manager £35,139 £35,139 

IDR68 The Global Clinic Norwich Sales and Marketing Manager £38,096 £38,096 

IDR69 
Royal Marsden NHS 

Foundation Trust 
Senior Marketing Manager £45,000 £50,000 

IDR70 University of Birmingham Marketing Manager £30,942 £40,322 

IDR71 
London South Bank 

University 
Portfolio Marketing Manager £38,307 £44,832 

IDR72 University of Salford Assistant Marketing Manager £28,331 £32,816 

IDR73 University of Reading Marketing Manager - Brand £30,942 £30,942 

IDR74 University of Sunderland  
Marketing Campaigns 

Manager 
£40,958 £51,035 

IDR75 University of Strathclyde 
Communications and 

Marketing Manager 
£41,526 £51,034 

IDR76 Anglia Ruskin University 

International Marketing and 

Communications Manager 
£40,322 £49,553 

IDR77 University of East Anglia 

Digital and Marketing 

Automation Manager 
£33,797 £40,322 

 

3.2. Job advertisements 

The following pages present the job advertisements for the above vacancies.  
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JOB DESCRIPTION 

 
 

 
JOB TITLE: Digital Media and Marketing Manager    

LOCATION: The post will be based Southend or Broomfield Hospital, but will involve 
working at the hospitals within Mid and South Essex NHS Foundation Trust 
and visits to other NHS and partner organisations.    
  

DIRECTORATE: CORPORATE SERVICES 

DEPARTMENT: COMMUNICATIONS 

GRADE: BAND 6 

RESPONSIBLE TO: HEAD OF COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT, DIGITAL AND 

MARKETING 

ACCOUNTABLE TO: ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS AND 

ENGAGEMENT 

 
JOB SUMMARY 
 
The Digital Media Manager will support the Head of Digital and Marketing Communications 
in the development, implementation and evaluation of effective, high-quality digital 
communications, engagement and marketing strategies to support the objectives of the 
Trust.  

The post holder will join the communications team at an exciting time as we complete 
recruitment to a newly structured communications team within our Trust, which merged in 
April 2020. 

The successful applicant will play a key role in supporting the development of a digital 
communications strategy enabling engagement with a local population of 1.2 million people 
and a staff of 15,000, and will be required to spend time at Southend, Basildon and 
Broomfield hospitals. 

The post holder will work with communications colleagues to support the strategic goals of 
the team and wider organisation and ensuring standards are met regarding quality of 
information, brand management and reputation. 

The post holder will need to have a high level of professional expertise and past experience 
and will be key in the delivery of:  
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 Digital communications strategy 

 Policies, guidelines and standards for use of social media platforms 

 Supporting heads of communication in developing integrated public, staff and media 
communications, engaging new audiences with our digital platforms and increasing 
impact with existing ones 

 Providing evaluation and data to assess impact of activity and provide evidence of 
engagement  

 Effective and proactive management of social media for the Trust and in support of 
the wider Health and Care Partnership 

 Continuing the development of a public face and voice for our organisation in line 
with the vision, values and behaviours currently in development 

 

The effectiveness of the post will have a major impact on the Group’s external image and 
also on the communications culture within the organisation. 

 
 
MAIN DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. Manage all corporate social media channels for the organisation 

 Continue to grow social media channels to ensure they accurately reflect our 
organisation and increase engagement with our key audiences  

 Contribute to strategies, operational policies and guidelines relating to social 
media platforms 

 Work with the social media assistant to monitor, moderate and respond to all 
comments and feedback submitted through social media channels  

 Work with teams in the wider organisation to identify social media champions 

 Support senior leaders to use social media effectively 

 Work with departments to manage or integrate legacy social media accounts 
in line with new policies 

 Work with heads of communications and department leads to scope, plan and 
implement paid and organic social media campaigns and provide evaluation 
and measurement against objectives. 

 
2. Develop and manage digital communications tools to support the wider 

communications team to achieve team and organisational objectives 

 Maintain engagement statistics for internal and external digital 
communications channels, such as hospital website, intranet and survey 
responses, and provide reports contributing to communications performance 
report 

 Use data to support evidence based development of digital platform content, 
structure and style 
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 Support Web and Intranet administrator with adding content to the Trust 
websites and intranets 

 

3. Management responsibilities 

 Management of Digital Media Assistant 

 Supervision of Web and Intranet administrator 

 

4. Contribute to a project, working with key stakeholders, to develop a new corporate 
intranet  

 Ensure new platforms are maintained to enable effective communication with 
staff, patients and public 

 Ensure the new platforms meet usability, design and content and to ensure it 
meets the needs of the organisation  

 Devolve some operating capabilities, particularly for the intranet, to various 
clinical and support areas to encourage subject matter expert involvement in 
content creation; provide appropriate training and support throughout 
devolution process  

 Ensure all online content is audited, maintained and archived, working with 
heads of communication and supporting Website and Intranet Administrator to 
help departments to develop content. 

 Work with Graphics Manager to ensure corporate brand is appropriately 
applied 

 

1. Communication  
 

 Leading and directing junior members of the team  

 Confidently dealing with senior staff 

 Influencing and persuading skills 

 Implementing digital communications, social media and marketing practices 
underpinned by theory and experience 

 Using targeting and segmenting techniques in digital communications 

 Work with confidential and sensitive issues 
 

2. Analytical and Planning 
 

 Managing projects skillfully with a commitment to meeting deadlines 

 Putting theory of digital communications analytics and evaluation into practice 
 

3. Policy and Service Development 
 

 Contribute to strategies, operational policies and guidelines relating to social and digital 
media, web and intranet platforms 

 Support the head of service in promoting best practice in digital communications 
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4. Financial and Physical Resources 
 

 Manage projects within allocated budget 

 Agree and coordinate transfer digital marketing budgets with requesting departments 
 

5. Staff Management 
 

 Line management of Digital Media Assistant 

 Supervision and support of Web and Intranet administrator in absence of head of digital 
and marketing communications 

 
6. Information Resources 

 

 Maintain the safety and security of the Trust’s corporate digital communications 
channels 

 
7. Effort, Skills and Working  

 

Physical Skills 
 
 

No special physical skills 
 
 

Physical Effort 
 
 

Prolonged periods sitting at a computer 
 

Mental Effort 
 
 

Prolonged periods of concentration 
Working to deadlines 
Occasional requirement to work outside of normal working hours to 
support communications team priorities 
 

Emotional Effort 
 
 

Line management 
Working effectively within a team 
 

Working 
Conditions 
 

Office environment 

 
KEY WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 
 
 
Key Relationships: 
 

Internal  External  
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 Chief Executive and Senior 
Management Team  

 Site Leadership Teams 

 Trust managers  

 IT  

 Governors  

 Staff  

 Members  

 Health economy communications 
colleagues, including other Trusts 
and CCGs,  

 Patients, their families and 
representatives  

 Suppliers  

 Community organisations  

 NHS professional organisations 
and associations  

 
 
GENERAL STATEMENTS  
 
COMPETENCY BASED APPRAISAL 
 
The post holder will be appraised on an annual basis and the process will include a review 
of the past year’s performance, setting of aims and objectives for the coming year and 
identification of educational needs. 
 
TRAINING 
 
All staff will undertake such training as is necessary to perform the duties allocated. 
 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
 
The Trust have an Equal Opportunities Policy and/or Single Equality Scheme. The aim is to 
ensure that no individual receives less favourable treatment on the grounds of age, 
disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity 
related matters, race, religion or belief, sex or sexual orientation or is disadvantaged by 
conditions or requirements, which cannot be shown to be justifiable.  Whilst the Trust 
recognizes specific responsibilities fall upon management, it is also the duty of all 
employees to accept personal responsibility for the practical application of the Policy. 
 
NO SMOKING POLICY 
 
Mid and South Essex NHS Foundation Trust (MSE) operates a non-smoking policy. The 
restrictions will apply to patients, staff and visitors alike. While the Trust will not discriminate 
against employing smokers, all prospective employees should be aware of this policy.  If 
you would like help to give up smoking you should contact your GP or call the NHS Stop 
Smoking Help Line on 08001690169 to find details of your local stop smoking service. 
 
DATA PROTECTION ACT 2018 
 
All employees are required: 
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 To ensure compliance with all Trust’s policies, and those procedures relevant to the 
area of work. 

 To maintain high levels of confidentiality and information security at all times, 
complying with the relevant legislation such as the Data Protection Act and the 
Computer Misuse Act. 

 To ensure that the data is of good quality, accurate and relevant for purpose, where 
any processing of information takes place (paper records or electronically). 

 
CODE OF CONDUCT – For Managers 
 
As an NHS Manager, you are expected to follow the Code of Conduct or NHS Managers 
(October 2002), observing the following principles: 
 

 Making the care and safety of patients you first concern and act to protect them from 
risk. 

 Respecting the public, patients, relatives, carers, NHS staff and partners in other 
agencies. 

 Being honest and acting with integrity. 

 Accept responsibility for your own work and the proper performance of the people 
you manage. 

 Showing your commitment to working as a team member by working with your 
colleagues in the NHS and wider community. 

 Taking responsibility for your own learning and development. 
 
INFORMATION GOVERNANCE 
 

 All staff must be familiar with and comply with the contents of the Information 
Governance Handbook, a personal copy will be provided at Induction to all staff. 

 All staff are required to maintain confidentiality of patient and Trust’s information as    
set out in the Trust’s Confidentiality Policy. 

 All staff are required to read and comply with all policies that are issued relating to 
the electronic security of Trust’s information. 

  All staff who create, access, transfer, modify sensitive Trust’s records have a 
responsibility to be both accurate and timely and ensure that all the information that 
they record either on paper or electronically is complete. 

 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
Your attention is drawn to the confidential nature of information collected and used 
throughout the NHS. The unauthorised use or disclosure of patient, staff or other personal 
information is a dismissible offence.  The unauthorised disclosure of information could also 
result in a prosecution for an offence, or action for civil damaged, under the Data Protection 
Act. 
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All matters relating to patients’ diagnosis and treatment, staff or the Financial or contractual 
position of the Trust are strictly confidential and under no circumstances is such information 
to be divulged or passed to any unauthorised person(s) under penalty of summary 
dismissal. 
 
All staff should take particular care relating to the electronic storage and transfer of 
confidential information. This should only be done in accordance with the Trust’s Information 
Security Policy. 
 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 
All employees must be aware of the responsibilities placed upon them under the Health & 
Safety at Work Act (1974) to ensure that the agreed safety procedures are carried out to 
provide a safe environment for employees and visitors. 
 
QUALITY 
 
The Trust aims towards maintaining the goodwill and confidence of its own staff and of the 
general public. To assist in achieving this objective, it is essential that at all times, 
employees carry out their duties in a courteous and sympathetic manner. 
 
 
INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL 
 
All employees are required to:   
 

 Make themselves aware of their responsibilities for Infection Prevention and Control. 

 Co-operate with the employer in ensuring that all infection prevention and control 
policies and procedures are complied with. 

 Maintaining a high standard of infection control practice. 
 
SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN 
 
All employees of the Trust, regardless of the work they do, have a statutory duty to 
safeguard and promote the welfare of children. When children and/or their carers use our 
services, it is essential that all child protection concerns are both recognised and acted on 
appropriately. You have a responsibility to ensure you are familiar with and follow the child 
protection procedures and the Trust’s supplementary child protection guidance which is 
accessed electronically on the Trust’s Intranet sites. To ensure you are equipped to carry 
out your duties effectively, you must also attend child protection training and updates at the 
competency level appropriate to the work you do and in accordance with the Trust’s child 
protection training guidance.  
 
SAFEGUARDING ADULTS 
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All employees of the Trust, regardless of the work they do, have a duty to safeguard and 
promote the welfare of vulnerable adults. When patients and/or their carers use our 
services, it is essential that all protection concerns are both recognised and acted on 
appropriately. You have a responsibility to ensure you are familiar with and follow Trust 
policies in relation to safeguarding vulnerable adults. To ensure you are equipped to carry 
out your duties effectively, you must also attend vulnerable adult protection training and 
updates at the competency level appropriate to the work you do and in accordance with the 
Trust’s vulnerable adult protection training guidance. 
 
LOCATION  
 
You will be based at Care Group (1, 2, 3 or 4) which is located in Basildon, Southend, 
Britannia Park or Broomfield). You will generally be expected to undertake your normal 
duties at the principal place of work, however, in the course of your duties you may also be 
required to work at any of the sites within the Mid and South Essex NHS Foundation Trust  
areas as well as other NHS sites as part of the delivery of the service.   
 
NOTE 
 
These guidelines are provided to assist in the performance of the contract but are not a 
condition of the contract.  
 
This job description is a reflection of the present requirements of the post and the content 
may be subject to review and amendment in light of changes and developments. 
  
All Staff will also be expected to abide by the relevant code of professional practice relating 
to their discipline.  
  
 
Review date - Yearly 
 
Signed ……………………………..  Dated …………………………………… 
Employee 
 
 
Signed ……………………………..  Dated …………………………………… 
Manager 
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Job Title: Sales & Marketing Manager  Accountable to Executive Director 

Location The Global Clinic Norwich Salary £38,096 

 

Healthshare is a successful provider of clinical and diagnostic services to the NHS and private sectors across various 

locations throughout the country.  

The role is responsible for the appropriate recruitment of new Consultants and general practitioners to The Global 

Clinic, ongoing maintenance of relationships, marketing of The Global Clinic and Healthshare including creation, 

development and managing campaigns on social media and seek ongoing opportunities for further development 

and growth.  

 

Job Summary 

 

 Strong background in sales, marketing and business development in a consumer facing environment, 

preferably within a healthcare sector  

 Utilising specific target lists as agreed with  The Global Clinic Executive Director  to  target new consultants 

and general practitioners to join The Global Clinic and Healthshare; 

 Raise the profile of The Global Clinic through the development of active marketing strategies and 

communication programmes in line with business objectives   

 Design support in the development of The Global clinic  and satellite websites  

 Design, production and maintenance of internal and external literature as required across departments  

 Identify appropriate external event opportunities  

 Develop, manage and monitor social media forums and activity to generate interest  

 Overseeing and developing marketing campaigns 

 Conducting research and analysing data to identify and define audiences 

 Devising and presenting ideas and strategies in order  

 Compiling and distributing financial and statistical information 

 Maintaining websites and understanding of  data analytics 

 Organising events and product events 

 Coordinating external and internal marketing and an organisation’s culture 

 Creation, development and managing campaigns on social media 

 Building Relationships with Doctors and other health professionals 

 Produce situational analysis of potential prospects 

 Develop and construct databases for the proactive targeting of new clients 

 Support consultants 

 Visit GP practices and other organisations to establish and build strong relationships 

 Increasing and maximising revenue and business profitability and identifying new opportunities 

 

 

Key Working Relationships 
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 This post holder is professionally and managerially accountable to the Executive Director and is expected to 

work closely with other staff within The Global Clinic and Healthshare  

 Consultants and GP’s 

 

Management duties and responsibilities 

 

 Organise meetings with consultants and GPs. 

 Lead face to face client meetings. 

 Act as a liaison between the management team and new consultants and GPs. 

 Manage and constantly update the Global clinic’s online platforms in order to obtain maximum outreach. 

 Ensure all business development activities are planned and targeted efficiently and effectively 

 Research, building and maintaining a strong rapport with prospective clients. 

 

Patient Pathway Planning 

 Work closely with the Executive director  to ensure standard operating procedures are kept up to date and are 

followed 

 Ensure that all team members work to the expected standards as defined in the company handbook 

 Ensure all written or verbal enquiries from patients, consultants, customers and  external agencies in relation 

to appointments and general enquiries, are received and responded to in a courteous and diplomatic manner 

and managed efficiently  

 Ensure consultants, general practitioners and patients are communicated with effectively and in a timely 

fashion  

 

Monitoring and Reporting 

 

 Plan, monitor and analyse The Global Clinic  presence on social media, search engines and online platforms; 

 Through analytical reporting and processing, you will drive the development of prospects to conversion 

 Measure performance of digital marketing efforts using a variety of analytics tools and provide detailed 

reporting and 'next steps' guidance 

 Manage and develop online advertising strategy and spend across search, display, and social channels 

 Ensure best practices for website performance and social media 

 Ensure consultants, general practitioners and customers databases are well maintained and users are 

appropriately segmented and tagged for marketing purposes 
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Key Competencies 

 

 Proven experience in digital marketing and relationship management, specifically in Healthcare  

 Excellent understanding of digital marketing concepts and best practices 

 Demonstrable experience in social media, sales and advertising 

 Demonstrable experience of implementing integrated digital campaigns utilising multiple platforms and tools 

 Understanding of healthcare setting, medical specialties and patient pathways   

 

 

 

 

Personal 

Specification 

Essential Desirable Method of Assessment 

Qualifications    

Degree  
    

Experience  Healthcare setting      

Skills  Good communication, 

enthusiasm and broad 

understanding of digital 

marketing social media   

    

Knowledge  Marketing strategy, sales,  

communication creativity 

    

 

 

This job description indicates the main responsibilities and duties of the post and is not an exhaustive list of duties.  

The job role may be reviewed in light of the experience and development within the service.  Any review will be 

undertaken in conjunction with the post holder. 

 




































